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Course Specification 
 

Awarding institution: University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce 
School:   School of Accountancy (B. Acc. International Program)  
 

Part 1 General Information 
1. Course code and course title 

         IH014 Thai Language and Culture 

2. Number of credits 

Credits (Lecture-Tutorial-Self study): 3(3-0-6) 

3.Program and type of course 

Program:   Bachelor of Accountancy(International Program) 
 Type of course:  General Education, Language group 

4. Lecturer(s) 

Ajarn Jakaphun Thanateeranon  

5. Semester and year of study 

 First semester of the first year 

6. Pre-requisite (if any) 

None 

7. Co-requisite (if any) 

None 

8. Teaching location 

 International College, University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce 
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9. Date of the latest revision of the course specification 

August 2016 

 
Part 2 Objectives and Purposes 

1. Course Objectives 

- Introduce Thai for basic communication and concepts in language and culture. 

- Practice in listening, speaking skills focusing on everyday life topics. 

- Enable the students to write and categorize the Thai alphabets in to 3 different classes. 

- Enable the students to choose the appropriate use of Thai for various situations based on    
Thai culture, belief and common values in Thai society. 

- Beware of language and cultural differences. 

 

2. Purposes of course revision 

- To keep the contents and learning outcomes up to date 

- To encourage the teaching and learning to be more effective and efficient 

 
Part 3 Course description and management 

1. Course description 

Use of Thai for basic communication.  Practice in listening, speaking and writing skills.  
Study of the relationship between Thai language and culture, belief and common values in 
Thai society and appreciate use of Thai for various situations.  

2. Number of hours per semester 

Lecture  Tutorial  Lab/Field/Internship Self-study  
45 hours - - - 
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3. Number of hours per week that lecturer(s) provide academic advises to individual students 

 There are 3 hours per week which including information of Thai culture, belief and common 
values in Thai society as well as knowledge of Thai structure sentence and Thai alphabet.  
Enable students tospeak, listen and create their own sentences by brainstorming practice. 

 
 

Part 4 Development of students’ learning outcomes 
The development of each aspect of learning outcomes is described as follows 
 
1. Ethics  

1.1 Learning outcomes of ethics 
(1) Honest to duty, self and others; don’t take advantage of others; has characteristics 

of patience, sacrificing and not giving up.  
(2) Hold sufficiency idea in daily life; know how to create immunity and be reasonable. 
(3) Respect to the rules, policies of the organization; be responsible to the society and 

be ethical when conducting business.   
(4) Know how to differentiate the good from bad, right from wrong. 

1.2 Teaching strategies for developing learning outcomes of ethics 
(1) Teach in relevant courses 
(2) Insert ethics in different courses and use case studies 
(3) Learn from the real situation, activities organized by the course or department  

1.3 Evaluation of learning outcomes of ethics 
(1) Evaluate the learning of the relevant courses 
(2) Evaluate behavior by fellow students, advisor and lecturers 

 
2. Knowledge 

2.1 Learning outcomes of knowledge 
(1) Have knowledge of personalities of a businessman; understand self and others. 
(2) Have knowledge and understanding of important contents which are basic for 

business studies such as accounting, economics, law, science and social science.  
(3) Have knowledge and understanding of business science such as marketing, 

finance, production and operation, human resource management, and information 
technology. 

(4)  Have knowledge and understanding of contents relating to the business operation 
such as planning, implementing, controlling, evaluating, and improving. 
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(5) Have knowledge of new developments in the academic and professional area 
related to the business; have understanding of changes and effects in the business 
world. 

2.2 Teaching strategy for developing learning outcomes of knowledge 
(1) Using various teaching techniques such as lectures, discussions, research, 

independent study, case study, report writing, simulation 
(2) Practicing and training through meeting with and interviewing business owners or 

experts 
(3) Field trips and seminars 

2.3 Evaluation of learning outcomes of knowledge 
(1) Assess the students’ learning by written examinations 
(2) Practical examination, report writing 
(3) Presentation, and discussions 

 
3. Cognitive skill 

3.1 Learning outcomes of cognitive skill 
(1) Able to apply the knowledge into daily life. 
(2) Able to think creatively and enlarge the knowledge scope, and able to integrate the 

knowledge and experience to suggest new activities or new directions of business 
administration.  

(3) Able to search, classify and analyze information systematically to suggest 
alternatives for problems solving and make proper decision. 

(4) Able to think and search new alternatives; and analyzing alternatives and respective 
effects thoroughly and make appropriate decision according to the situation. 

3.2 Teaching strategy for developing learning outcomes of cognitive skill 
(1) Encourage student participation and analytical thinking and discussion 
(2) Let students have independent studies, seminars 
(3) Let students conduct researches, case writing from data collected by themselves.   

3.3 Evaluation of learning outcomes of cognitive skill 
(1) Assess outcomes from learning and observation of students’ behavior in real work 
(2) Assess outcomes from independent studies, researches, case studies writing and 

presentation 
 

4. Social skill and responsibility 
4.1 Learning outcomes of social skill and responsibility 

(1) Have ability to coordinate and build good relationship with others.  
(2) Able to work in the team and play the leader or follower role appropriately. Being 

responsible for the work. 
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(3) Able to think creatively and present idea that is different from others; Being a good 
listener.  

(4) Able to adjust himself/herself according to the different situation or culture. 
(5) Have a good personality both inside and outside, able to be involved in the society.  

4.2 Teaching strategy for developing learning outcomes of social skill and responsibility 
(1) Teach in relevant courses 
(2) Teach courses with emphasis on teamwork 
(3) Provide opportunities to practice, or cooperative education 

4.3 Evaluation of learning outcomes social skill and responsibility 
(1) Evaluate the learning of relevant courses 
(2) Evaluate the learning of various courses, group work and presentation 
(3) Evaluate the simulated practice or cooperative education 

 
5. Quantitative analysis and information, communication and technology 

5.1 Learning outcomes of quantitative analysis and information, communication and 
technology 
(1) Able to use mathematical and statistical and quantitative tools to analyze and solve 

business problems.  
(2) Able to use English and other languages to communicate efficiently.  
(3) Able to communicate and describe correctly both in report writing and oral 

presentation. 
(4) Able to use information, communication and technology as a tool to support various 

work. 
5.2 Teaching strategy for developing learning outcomes of quantitative analysis and 

information, communication and technology 
(1) Teach courses such as mathematics, statistics, research and other related subjects  
(2) Self study through the internet, test basic knowledge of computer, information, 

communication and technology 
5.3 Evaluation of learning outcomes of quantitative analysis and information, communication 

and technology 
(1) Assess students’ learning by written examination, practical examination, exercise, 

reports writing and presentations 
(2) Evaluate the learning of computer and information technology, according to 

university standards 
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Part 5 Teaching and AssessmentPlan 
1.  Teaching Plan 
Number 
(Week) 

Topics Period/ 
week 

Activities/Use of 
Instructional Media 

Lecturer(s) 

1 Thai Greetings Culture: 
- Polite particles 

Thai Grammar Pattern: 
- Simple sentence 
- Negative sentence 
- Question word “arai” (อะไร) 

Activity: - Self Introduction 
 - Exercise 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document, 
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

2 Thai language and culture:  
- Dialects in Thailand  

Thai Grammar Pattern: 
    -    Yes/No question “mai” ไหม 
    -    Confirmative question  
“chai mai” ใช่ไหม 
Activity:  - Role-play 
           - Exercise 
Writing & Reading:  
- Middle Consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,  
Audio/Visual, 
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

3 Thai language and culture  
- “Mai pen rai” people 
     - Cardinal and ordinal numbers 
Thai Grammar Pattern:  
- (bpen) เป็น 
- (yuu) อยู ่
- (thii nai) ทีไ่หน 
Activity:  - Role-play 
           - Exercise 
Writing & Reading:  
- Middle Consonants 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 
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4 Thai table manner  
Thai Grammar Pattern:  
- (ja) จะ 
- (daai) ได ้
- (daai mai) ไดไ้หม 
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
- High Consonants 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media 
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

5 Thai Grammar Pattern:  
- (kaai) ใคร 
- (gab kaai) กบัใคร 
- (kɔɔng kaai) ของใคร 
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
- High Consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media 
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

6 Thai language and culture  
- (Tii tam tii suung) หวั, เทา้ 
     - Thai colors  
Thai Grammar Pattern:  
- Request someone to do a favor  
- Request for something  
- Request for permission to do  
something  
Activity: - Role-play 
           - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
- High Consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media 
Exercise, Pictures, 
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

7 Review for all 3 Supplementary Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

8 Mid-term Examination    
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9 Thai language and culture  
- Shopping and bargaining  
Thai Grammar Pattern: 
     - Telling Time 
     - Days of the week  
     - Months  
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
- Low Consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

10 Time, Appointment and Invitation 
Thai Grammar pattern  
- (ao) เอา 
- (yaak) อยาก 
- (gamlang) ก าลงั 
- (gamlang ja) ก าลงัจะ 
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
- Low Consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 
 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

11 Thai Festival: Songkran 
Thai Grammar pattern  
- (set) เสรจ็ 
- (job) จบ 
- (mod) หมด 
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
     - Low consonants  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 
 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

12 Place of attraction  
Thai Grammar pattern  
- (dai yin) ไดย้นิ 
- (jam) จ า 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 
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- (hen) เหน็ 
- (duu, mɔɔng) ด,ู มอง 
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Writing & Reading:  
     - Low consonants  

Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 
 

13 Meeting Doctor and Medication 
Vocabulary: 
     - Body parts 
     - Everyday life  
Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
           - games 
Writing & Reading: 
     - Low Consonants 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 
 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

14 Thai Festival: Loy Kratong  
Vocabulary: 
     - Family and kinship terms  
     - Occupations Animals  
Activity: Make Kratong from banana 
           leaf and trunk 
Writing & Reading 
     - Low Consonants 

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 
 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

15 Thai Grammar Pattern: 
- Comparisons 
- Adjectives  
- Classifiers  

Activity: - Create Thai sentences,  
           - Exercise  
Projects presentation  

3 Lecture, 
Supplementary, 
Document,    
Internet media, 
Exercise, Pictures,     
Practices, Quizzes, 
Class Activity 

Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

16 Projects presentation  
Review for all 

3  Supplementary Ajarn Jakaphun 
Thanateeranon 

17 Final Examination 
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2. Assessment Plan 

Activity No.  Learning 
outcomes* 

Assessment Methods Evaluating 
Week 

Assessment 
Percentage 

1 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 
5.2 

Midterm exam 8         20% 

2 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 
5.2 

Final exam 17         30% 

3 1.1-1.3, 2.2, 3.1-
3.4, 4.2, 4.3, 5.2 

ProjectPresentation 15-16         20% 

4 1.1-1.3, 2.2, 3.1, 
3.2, 3.4, 5.2 

- On time and  
completely submitted  
assignments 
- Activities participation 

Through the 
semester 

        20% 

5 1.1-1.3, 4.2-4.4 - Attendance checking 
- Class participation 

Through the 
semester 

        10% 

Total    100% 

*: Please fill in the learning outcome number(s) according to the above section Part 4. 
 

Part 6 Teaching and Learning Resources 

1. Main textbooks and materials 

Thai for Beginners by Benjawan Poomsan Becker 

2. Important documents and materials 

    None 

3. Suggested documents and materials 

None 
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Part 7 Assessment and Development of Course Management 

1. Strategies forassessing course’s effectiveness by students 

Teaching assessment by students; discussion between lecturer and students. 

2. Strategies for teaching assessment 

Observation; students’ performance; students’ grade; quizzes; question and answer. 

3. Teaching adjustment 

After receiving the result from the above topic 2, instructor(s) will improve the teaching 

through teaching and learning seminar, in-class research. 

4. Re-assessment of students’ achievement in the course 

During the course, there is a re-assessment of students’ achievement for learning 
objectivesby Committee who is not the instructor or faculty members of the program through 
random checkstudents’ work, examination of students’ quizzes, evaluation of the 
assessment, etc. 

5. Review and plan for enhancing course’s effectiveness 

From the assessment, instructor(s) improve the teaching and course description in order to 
enhance course’s effectiveness through revision of course description in every 4 years 
based on evaluating results. 

 


